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The relevance of the research topic: lies in the fact that the importance of international 

relations in the life of mankind is constantly growing. Facing a choice, humanity is based on the 

experience of the past, the experience of history. Marriage diplomacy has a special place in the 

history of our country. Its initiator was still the Kiev prince Yaroslav the Wise. His policy of 

dynastic marriages with representatives of the monarchical houses of Europe led Russia to the 

greatest prosperity in its history. It is not surprising that future rulers decided to continue to enter 

into such marriages. The outcome of marriage diplomacy often turned out to be important 

decisions on international issues, as the friendly "interviews" of the monarchs were more 

effective than wars. 

 

Objective: to study the characteristics of the dynastic ties of the Romanovs and the 

British Royal House in terms of the latest domestic and foreign studies on similar issues. 

 

Tasks of work: 

- to study the specifics of the dynastic ties of the Romanovs with the Hanover dynasty 

during the reign of Alexander I (1801-1825); 

- to analyze the nature of the relationship of Nicholas I with the Hanover House in 1825-

1855: achievements and difficulties; 

- to study the distinguishing features of the bilateral ties of the Romanovs and Hanover 

dynasty during the reign of Alexander II; 

- consider the specific approach of Alexander III to dynastic ties with the British 

monarchy in 1881-1894. 

 

The theoretical and practical significance of the work is due to the fact that it is 

directly related to the study of the most important aspects of the history of Russia. 

The author analyzes the problem of international relations and successively traces the 

development of relations between Russia and Great Britain and other leading European powers 

from the collapse of the Vienna system of international relations, the formation and collapse of 

the Crimean system to the formation of the Entente. 

According to the author of this study, the results of the study can be used by students in 

the educational process when writing term papers and mini-projects in the disciplines “History of 

Russia” and “History of International Relations”, etc. 

On the basis of this final qualification work, the project “Methodological 

recommendations on the topic:“ Features of the marriage diplomacy of the Russian emperors of 

the 19th century ”was created, which successfully passed the commercialization 

 

The results of the study showed that by the middle of the XIX century. the bonds of 

dynastic marriages made the Russian imperial family with the reigning houses of many European 

states, and only the royal dynasty of the most powerful world power - Great Britain - had no 

kinship with the Romanov House. During the reign of Emperor Alexander I, the possibility of a 

dynastic marriage with a representative of the Hanover dynasty existed only in plans. Nicholas I, 

for all his mistakes, considered his main goal to strengthen the state and protect its interests. It 

was hoped that personal communication between the heir to the Russian throne and young 



Victoria would help strengthen ties between the two powers. With all the coldness of Russian-

British foreign policy relations in the 60-70s of the XIX century. during the reign of Alexander II 

and Queen Victoria, direct dynastic ties were established between the House of Romanov and the 

Hanover dynasty. The twinning of the two dynasties was achieved with the resistance of Queen 

Victoria and in the 60-80s did not have a significant impact on interstate relations between 

Britain and Russia. The 80s XIX century passed under the sign of stubborn rivalry between the 

two powers in Asia and the Balkan Peninsula. In general, the struggle for spheres of influence 

between the two warring powers in the 80s. XIX century came with varying success. 

 

Recommendations: 

1. Consider the marriage diplomacy of each monarch of a given period separately. 

2. Explain how the policies of each of the rulers influenced the conclusion of marriages 

between the royal houses of Russia and Britain. 


